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Abstract: Design researchers have previously sought to describe, model, and repre-
sent the cognitive processes of designers. In parallel, researchers in HCI and STS have 
identified a range of frameworks to describe the ethical and value-related character 
of design activity. We have identified a productive gap between these two sets of lit-
erature—namely, the role of analytic methods in describing ethical decision-making 
as one aspect of design complexity. In this paper, we describe and explore an ap-
proach for quantifying the ethical character of design decision-making, building upon 
existing critical approaches from HCI and STS literature. Through a series of visualiza-
tions at varying temporal scales and numbers of interlocutors, we seek to describe 
the ethical complexity of design activity, grounded in a set of ethically focused lab 
protocol studies. We describe the implications of our approach for mixed methods 
researchers, including the role of quantitative methods in describing temporal as-
pects of ethical design complexity. 

Keywords: ethics; ethical complexity; protocol study analysis; quantifying ethics 

1. Introduction  

Design researchers have described and interpreted aspects of design cognition that are evi-
dent in design activity, using in situ and lab protocol studies to analyze specific aspects of de-
sign reasoning. In addition, design researchers have hypothesized connections among design 
activities, interweaving processes of idea generation, relations between design outcomes 
and design methods, designer’s reflection in the process, and designers’ collaborative abili-
ties. 

In parallel, researchers in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Science, Technology, and 
Society (STS) have described the role and importance of ethics and values in design activity. 
Numerous scholars have proposed frameworks and methods to describe and activate value 
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commitments in design processes, both as a means of knowledge building (e.g., research 
through design (Zimmerman et al., 2007; Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2014), critical design (Bar-
dzell et al., 2012)), and as methodological or cognitive support such as value-sensitive de-
sign(Hendry et al., 2021), value levers (Shilton & Koepfler, 2013), and ethics-focused meth-
ods (Chivukula, Li, et al., 2021; Gray et al., 2023). These approaches to engaging critically 
with design activity are primarily oriented towards enhancing or enriching design practice, 
focusing primarily on the importance and need to engage with values as designers. 

In this paper, we seek to synthesize these two strands of literature—enriching knowledge 
about design activity and engaging in ethical dimensions of design practice—to further re-
search efforts in describing ethical complexity as one important element of creativity in de-
sign activity. Building upon previous work to describe the ethical character of design engage-
ment in an HCI framing (Chivukula, Hasib, et al., 2021; Gray et al., 2021; Shilton, 2018), we 
use quantitative and qualitative analyses of design lab protocols to describe opportunities to 
bridge rich qualitative work and quantitative analysis to create knowledge that can support 
ethical design practice. 

Our key contribution is to propose a set of quantitative approaches to describe and visualize 
aspects of ethical complexity. Through these analytic approaches, we seek to identify and 
evaluate ethical concerns and their temporal role in design processes. The outcomes of this 
method facilitate further description of: 1) the ethical valence of design activity, 2) critical 
moments in the design process that include ethical components, and 3) the mediating pres-
ence of designers’ responsibility as one facet of ethical complexity. These outcomes and ap-
proaches have the potential to inform further research of ethical awareness and action in 
education and practice contexts. 

2. Background Work 

2.1 Mapping Designers’ Cognition 
Design researchers have analyzed and described designers’ patterns of cognition when they 
engage in design activity using qualitative, activity-oriented, participatory, and quantitative 
approaches. One of the many methods to map cognition and the behaviors of designers is 
through lab protocol studies (Cross et al., 1996; Kan & Gero, 2017). These protocol studies 
enable researchers to describe, analyze, and model different aspects of design cognition, in-
cluding externalizing design thoughts, idea generation practices, problem-solution framing, 
and interactions among designers. Kruger and Cross (2006) presented different kinds of cog-
nitive strategies (solution-driven, problem-driven, information- driven, and knowledge-
driven) used by designers and how these strategies shape design outcomes in terms of solu-
tion creativity and activities of iteration.  

We build on a well-known method to visualize design activity and cognitive processes of de-
signers known as Linkography (Goldschmidt, 1990), adding an ethical dimension to its map-
ping of design cognition. This method enables researchers to describe the inter-connectivity 
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of design ideas by forming links and visually coding creative relationships in group design ac-
tivity. Linkography opened doors to computational exploration of design cognition as re-
searchers have built to: conduct statistical analysis of design protocols to quantify idea gen-
eration (Kan & Gero, 2005), learn designer’s reflection through the linking patterns between 
problems and solutions (Dorst, 2003), compare various design methods used to induce crea-
tivity in brainstorming (Hatcher et al., 2018), quantify elements of design cognition using lab 
protocols (Kan & Gero, 2017), and “measure” design action and processes (Gero & Mi-
lovanovic, 2020). 

Previous work has explored how design thinking happens in teams (Cross & Clayburn Cross, 
1995; Goldschmidt, 2016; G. M. Olson & Olson, 2000), particularly in relation to the use of 
sketching material as a means of externalizing design creativity. Menning et al. (2018) con-
centrated their study on “focus shifts” as teams sought to identify and solve issues while de-
signing, proposing a computational modeling approach to identify how these shifts occurred 
rather than completely disrupting problem solving activities. In a similar way, other re-
searchers have used quantitative or mathematical approaches to describe design outcomes 
and model differences in practices between expert and novice designers (Kavakli & Gero, 
2002, 2003). Across these examples from the design literature, few researchers have en-
gaged explicitly with ethical and value-centered dimensions of design cognition, and while 
some computational approaches to engaging with design complexity have been offered, 
none appear to focus on methodological inquiry relating to ethics. 

2.2 Describing Ethical Concerns in Design 
In the HCI and STS literature, researchers have previously argued for the importance of eth-
ics and values in a design process. A range of existing design methods offer support for de-
signers’ engagement with values, as they are discovered, applied, and considered through-
out a design process (Chivukula, Li, et al., 2021). Other means of foregrounding ethical con-
cerns as part of a design process include knowledge-building activities such as critical design 
(Bardzell et al., 2012) which engage designers in reflection on social responsibility and the 
need for internal forms of critique on the role of design in society. In addition, Shilton has 
proposed “values-levers”(Shilton & Koepfler, 2013) as a means of encouraging ethical 
awareness and engagement in corporate contexts as a means of creatively engaging with de-
sign work, activating value-centered decisions while designing. 

Shilton and other STS scholars have also engaged in ethnographic study of design processes 
in industry, describing how multi-disciplinary teams can influence ethical or moral decisions 
or actions (e.g.,(Chivukula, 2021; Shilton, 2018; Steen, 2015)). These ethnographic engage-
ments most frequently take on a case study design, and provide deep insights into a single 
design context within or across a design project. Researchers have also identified the ethical 
engagement of practitioners more broadly, using the notion of ethical mediation and ethical 
design complexity to describe interactions among individual, disciplinary, and organizational 
factors (Gray & Chivukula, 2019; Wong, 2021; Wong et al., 2023).  
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2.3 Bridging Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches 
In online ethnographic research, Geiger and Ribes (2011) have shown the value of trace data 
in thickening and enriching insights located through qualitative means, representing other 
potential forms of engagement with quantitative approaches. Gui et al. (2017) and Crowston 
et al. (2010) have also demonstrated explicit bridging work between qualitative and compu-
tational approaches, using automated coding of data through Natural Language Processing 
and qualitative thematic analysis to train computational topic models (Gui et al., 2017) to 
scale up the amount of data being used to support research insights. From a computational 
perspective, Chen et al. (2018) have described several approaches for connecting ML and so-
cial science practices, including leveraging ML to identify where there is ambiguity in the 
coding process as a promising approach outside of automated coding of data, demonstrating 
the value of both human and computational actors.  

However, relatively little creatively-focused work has been done to bridge this divide in the 
study of ethics, which is the focus of this paper. In particular, little work has sought to inter-
pret and analyze design activities through ethical lens at a more granular level. Thus, we 
seek to build new knowledge about ethical complexity, building on a legacy of design cogni-
tion research and engagement with ethical concerns. In this paper, we introduce a set of 
quantitatively-focused approaches to describe and interpret the ethical dimension of design 
activities, and propose opportunities to bridge qualitative and quantitative paradigms. 

3. Method 

We take on a quantitative analytic approach, using a series of data visualizations to engage 
with and quantify data collected through a set of lab protocol studies. The protocol allowed 
us to capture interactions between participants during ethically-nuanced design activities, 
including access to speech acts, non-verbal cues (e.g., gesture), and design materials (e.g., 
sketches, wireframes, whiteboard interactions). We conducted interaction analyses (Jordan 
& Henderson, 1995) of these data using a quantitative approach to interpret and understand 
ethical complexity through a series of visualizations. In particular, we map these data across 
temporal and interlocutor dimensions to describe ethical awareness, action, and sensemak-
ing through a set of visualizations. We seek to answer the following research questions: 

1. What insights can visualizations at varying levels of temporal granularity offer 
researchers in characterizing the ethical valence of design decision-making? 

2. How do multiple interlocutors engage in ethical or unethical decision making? 
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3.1 Data Collection 

Lab Protocol Design 
We used a cognitive lab protocol study approach (Jiang & Yen, 2009) to record the interac-
tions and discussions among student designers as they sought to address an authentic de-
sign task. We conducted four sessions of lab protocols with three participants each, resulting 
in twelve participants. Each set of participants worked as a team to address a design task 
during a one-hour session. The team engaged in the following activities: a task was intro-
duced (5 mins), the team worked to address the design task (45 mins), the team presented 
their solutions to the researchers (5 mins), and the researchers asked follow-up questions 
based on their observations (5 mins). 

The lab protocol was focused on an altruistic design task to redesign the donation experi-
ence of a charity foundation, asking the participants to maximize the conversion rates on 
this site “by whatever means necessary,” with the goal of increasing donations for the char-
ity in the wake of a natural disaster. We provided the participants with wireframes of the ex-
isting website, sketching tools, paper and whiteboard markers and encouraged them to re-
design or alter any element of the existing website to reach the goal. We video recorded 
each of these sessions and transcribed the recordings to produce transcripts with partici-
pants and their respective speech acts. We de-identified the transcripts and assigned partici-
pant IDs. A letter is used to indicate the participant in each session (A, B, or C), while a num-
ber is used to indicate the session (01, 02, 03, or 04). For instance, P02C indicates the third 
participant in the second protocol session. 

Participants 
The protocol participants were majoring in User-Experience (UX) Design or Interaction De-
sign, including a mix of undergraduate and graduate students. In order to participate, stu-
dents must have previously taken a minimum of one UX-focused course, or have experience 
as a designer in an industry context as an employee or intern. This ensured that our partici-
pants were aware of typical design principles, design processes, and experiences in engaging 
with industry-focused work. 

3.2 Data Analysis 

Unitizing and Characterizing Speech Acts 
We first cleaned the transcripts to correct inaudible instances, add paralinguistic elements 
(e.g., gesture), confirm timestamps, and document interactions with physical materials in 
the space. We then unitized the speech acts by conversational turn, indicated whenever a 
different participant started speaking, after a pause of more than three seconds from the 
previous conversational turn, after return from a period of group silence, or after a decision 
grounded in a generated solution was made. These elements of the interaction analysis 
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method (Jordan & Henderson, 1995) allowed us to document and clarify the interaction set-
ting, and confirm timestamps that would facilitate temporal forms of analysis. Accurate 
timestamps in the transcripts were essential as our visualization analyses included a tem-
poral axis over which the value relationships were plotted. 

 

Figure 1 Analytic schema describing the value codes. 

Application of Value Codes 
Aftering unitizing the speech acts, we evaluated each speech act and conducted a deductive 
analysis approach to identify the valence of the intent of the speech act as either value-cen-
tered or manipulative, building upon previous work by Chivukula, Gray, and Brier (Chivukula 
et al., 2019). We described the intent of the designers, rather than only their explicit aware-
ness and articulation of ethically-centered design interaction. Value-centered behaviors were 
oriented towards helping or advocating for users, while manipulative behaviors aimed to 
trick users or otherwise value shareholders over user value (Chivukula et al., 2018). These 
characteristics of valence are described in Figure 1. 

According to this schema, we defined four value codes that capture the attitude and inten-
tion of the designers across a spectrum of value-centeredness to manipulation. Based on the 
context in which the speech act emerged, we have further divided this axis to identify if the 
designer’s awareness of this valence was explicit (foregrounded) or implicit (backgrounded). 
The four value codes are: Explicit Manipulative Intentions (EMI), Explicit Value Centered 
(EVC), Implicit Manipulative Intentions (IMI), and Implicit Value Centered (IVC). An example 
of an explicit intention is ``Maybe instead of donate, we can use more persuasive term” (EMI; 
P01B) where the participant was very upfront with their intention of using a persuasive 
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term. An example of an implicit intention was “once we get to the billing information, before 
that, we should have an option for like, do you want to do it by credit card? Do you want to 
use a bank account? Do you want to use another service, like PayPal or whatever?” 
(IVC;P01A). An implicit intention would not be characterized as such without a previous or 
successive explicit intention around why such an indication is made. In continuation, the ex-
plicit intention was about “some people don't want their credit cards to be on file, so there's, 
you know, privacy concern also, because the thing is uh, organizations like PayPal, Venmo, 
whatever, they actually provide you with certain kind of uh fraud protections, so if all of this 
does end up being a whole fake thing” (EVC;P01A). Here, the participant explicitly calls out 
for ``privacy’’ and implicitly provides various options of payments to safeguard users from 
privacy fraud. Figure 2 provides a table of the descriptions of these value codes. We ob-
served that some speech acts do not have a direct or indirect value relationship, but are nev-
ertheless important as a part of the conversation. We coded these acts as Neutral, repre-
sented by “N.” 

Quantification of Ethical Valence 
After coding the speech acts based on this schema, we attributed each code with a score to 
quantify the results. The scores are mapped to the implicit and explicit nature of the speech 
act with a magnitude of 1 or 2, respectively. The value-centered and manipulative nature of 
the speech act are represented with a positive and negative sign, respectively. This results in 
the following valence scores: EVC = 2, IVC = 1, N = 0, IMI = -1 and EMI = -2. A combined table 
for applying these codes and scores to speech acts are summarized in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Value codes, descriptions, and valence scores 

After applying scores for ethical valence, we used several additional descriptive statistical 
measures to characterize session data. These measures used in our analysis include: ethical 
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valence score, mean ethical valence score, sum of ethical valence scores, time intervals, and 
horizon. The definitions are as follows: 

• Ethical Valence Score (EVS): The value code score given to each speech act. 
These values can be only -2, -1 ,0 ,1 , or 2. 

• Mean Ethical Valence Score (mEVS): The average ethical valence score over a 
defined time interval (e.g., entire session, 10 minutes, 2 minutes) for each par-
ticipant. 

• Sum of Ethical Valence Scores (sEVS): Sum of the ethical valence scores over a 
defined time interval for each participant. 

• Horizon: The neutral line in the visualization which represents either no coded 
design activity or a neutral valence score. 

Interpreting the Data 
With chronologically coded transcripts, we attached an ethical valence score to each speech 
act. Through iterative generation of hypotheses regarding ethical complexity, informed by 
qualitative and critical analyses of the protocols, we identified two main analysis approaches 
to inform two potentially generative interpretations: aggregated and temporal. Aggregated 
sensemaking focuses on describing the ethical stance of all the participants by visualizing the 
frequencies of each value code throughout the entire design activity (t = 45 mins). Temporal 
sensemaking focuses on visualizing how the ethical valence of participants changed with re-
spect to the time component. Both of these analysis approaches inform the following sec-
tions, where we describe means of analyzing value awareness and action over time at multi-
ple time scales, and within and across interlocutors. 

4. Aggregated Sensemaking 

In this section, we seek to identify the frequencies of value codes for each participant 
throughout the design protocol activity. This depiction of aggregated sensemaking facilitates 
identification and interpretation of the overall ethical character of each participant’s design 
moves, including relative frequencies of value-centered and manipulative moves. 

The distribution of value code frequencies is presented using a bar graph on either side of 
the horizon, as presented in Figure 3. The frequencies of value-centered codes, EVC and IVC, 
are represented along the positive axis above the horizon and frequencies of manipulative 
intentions codes, EMI and IMI, are represented along the negative axis below the horizon. 
Speech acts coded as neutral are represented in green, allowing for comparison of overall 
aural presence in the design activity. 
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Figure 3 Frequencies of value code (EVC, IVC< N, EMI, IMI; details in Figure 2 describe the value codes) 
speech acts per participant across all protocols illustrating Aggregated sensemaking of ethi-
cal valence. Refer to Figures 1 and 2 for value codes.  

The variation of value code patterns in these distributions facilitate qualitative analysis of 
the potential ethical roles of each participant. This role can be defined according to each 
participant’s overall ethical stance on a spectrum from being manipulative to value cen-
tered. For example, as depicted in Figure 3, participant P01A had almost equal frequency of 
speech acts above and below the horizon. This indicates that the design activity of this par-
ticipant incorporated instances across the spectrum of ethical valence, from value-centered 
to manipulative. A similar pattern of balanced valence can be seen with P03A, but with dif-
ferent frequencies. 

While these overall frequencies provide a high-level overview of participant behavior, in-
sights can be drawn from this analysis to identify leads for further qualitative inquiry. For in-
stance, at a high level, we can readily identify patterns of ethical valence across multiple par-
ticipants. Participants P01C and P04A show a more value centered and less manipulative va-
lence; P02C and P03B show implicit value-centered nature and manipulative nature almost 
equally around the horizon; P01B, P04B and P04C are less value-centered and more explicitly 
manipulative. While the granularity of this chart cannot comprehensively identify the con-
text of meaning of this ethical valence, a researcher might use insights drawn from this chart 
to identify and interpret specific examples of speech acts from one or more participants, 
providing a detailed account of their ethical stance in a design process, contextualized 
through a broader evaluation of their ethical valence distribution. The number of neutral 
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codes at the top of the bar allows access to the instances where the participant did not ac-
tively make ethically-focused judgments. The evaluation of these different distributions has 
the potential to spark questions such as: In what instances in the design activity was the par-
ticipant trying to manipulate the user? Where did the participant choose to stay neutral? 
Where did the participant choose to value the user through their design decisions? 

5. Temporal Sensemaking 

In this section, we seek to identify the change in ethical valence scores of the participants 
over a period of time. In contrast to aggregated sensemaking (as in Section 4), temporal 
sensemaking facilitates evaluation of ethical character on the participant level in the context 
of the progression of design activity across the temporal dimension. This approach allows in-
vestigation into the variation in valence scores as design activity progresses, resulting in both 
an overall trend line for each participant, and easy comparison among participants’ valence 
scores at specific moments in the design process. 

Table 1  Different levels of interpretations for temporal sensemaking 

Analysis Combination of ethical 
valence and time 

Results Variables for plotting 

Macro temporal  
(Figures 4 and 5)  

Across all participants 
from all the protocols 

Overall Shifts in ethical 
focus throughout the 
course of a design pro-
cess 

Line Graph: sEVS vs. 10 
min Time Intervals per 
each participant 

Micro temporal  
(Figure 6) 

sEVS Across the three 
participants from one 
protocol 

Overall shifts in ethical 
character (holistic) and 
instances of rapid ethi-
cal engagement pat-
terns (episodic) within 
a group of designers 

Line Graph: sEVS vs. 2 
min Time Intervals + 
Average per each par-
ticipant in a group 
 

Meso Temporal 
(Figure 7, right) 

Per Each participant in 
a protocol 

Overall engagement 
with ethical valence 
during decision making 

Plot graph: EVS vs. 
every Time mark per 
each participant in a 
group 

 
The ethical valence scores of the participants were plotted across the time axis, with three 
different levels of temporal granularity. These three levels of temporal-participant visualiza-
tion—Macro, Micro and Meso—each offer different perspectives on the ethical complexity, 
involving different combinations of participant and protocol data (Table 1). These graphs 
provide information regarding two different aspects of ethical complexity: 1) the concentra-
tion of value centered conversations across the entire duration of the design activity, and 2) 
the variation of the participant’s ethical valence scores over time. These three levels of data 
visualization will be described in the following subsections:	
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5.1 Macro Temporal Analysis 
In the macro visualization of temporal data, we sought to describe the overall valence score 
through time for all the participants in all protocols (n=12) and/or participants in one proto-
col (n=3). We have divided our data into chunks of 10 mins intervals and calculated the Sum 
of Ethical Valence Scores (sEVS) of each participant for each interval. The graph provides in-
sight into how value-centered or manipulative conversations occur across time and how par-
ticipants shift their ethical focus throughout the course of a design process. At this level of 
data granularity, comparisons among participants is also relatively easy to accomplish, 
quickly validating hypotheses regarding ethical roles of participants that might have been 
prompted from an aggregate analysis (Figure 4) treating each participant as a unit of analy-
sis. The plots for this relation are presented in Figure 4 and 5.  

 

Figure 4 Macro view of sum of ethical valence scores (sEVS) across all participants per 10 mins time 
intervals. 

Macro analysis allows pinpoint specific time intervals of value-centered or manipulative va-
lence during a design activity (which could be further investigated using micro temporal 
analysis in Section 5.2). By comparing the participant trend lines in Figure 5, we can readily 
identify that the participants concentrated their ethics-focused decision making in the inter-
vals of 10 to 30 mins with P01A always on an opposite side of the argument compared to 
P01B and P01C. For example, in the interval between 10 mins to 20 mins, P01A took a ma-
nipulative stance (negative sEVS) in generating solutions while the other two participants 
were arguing for a more value-centered approach. This design interaction then transitioned 
to a more value-centered direction, led by P01A, in the next interval from 20 mins to 30 
mins. A holistic level of analysis allows insight into each designer’s role in either leading or 
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driving the ethical valence of the design process and moments of ethical tensions during de-
cision making in a team. However, it is difficult to describe which specific speech acts drove 
changes in ethical valence, beyond an overall trend line. 

 

Figure 5 Macro temporal Analysis within one group of participants: View of sum of ethical valence 
scores per 10 mins time intervals including all participants from one protocol. 

5.2 Micro Temporal Analysis 
In the micro visualization of temporal data, we sought to describe the patterns of interaction 
across the three participants from a specific protocol during a specific portion that indicated 
ethical decision making. The specific portion could be identified using macro temporal analy-
sis (as in Figure 5), which was identified to be between 10 mins to 30 mins. We plotted a 
portion of the same data as above that particularly indicated ethical valence or variance in 
sEVS, using 2 min intervals from the transcript to describe interactions on a more granular 
level alongside the mean of the three participant’s EVS (mEVS) across that interval (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Micro temporal Analysis: Micro view of sum of ethical valence scores per 2 mins time inter-
vals within the ethical valence discussion (identified in Figure 5) including all participants 
from one protocol. Also identified are the Patterns of Ethical Valence- 1) Anti-Horizon, 2) 
Syn-Horizon, 3)Transverse and 4)Lateral. 

To further demonstrate the interpretive potential of the micro temporal analysis approach, 
we located four evident patterns (as marked in Figure 6) in the visualization, here illustrated 
only using data from Group 1. These patterns, while not exhaustive, show the variation of 
ethical valence scores with respect to time, relation to another participant, and the horizon 
as: 

1. Anti-Horizon: Participants are at differing levels of ethical valence, with participants 
divided across both sides of the horizon (Figure 6 [1]). This pattern aids in evaluating 
critical moments where the participants are demonstrating a lack of ethical consen-
sus and a deeper discourse analysis will help understand the roles or conflicts in ethi-
cal decision-making. 

2. Syn-Horizon: Participants are synchronized in ethical valence directionality with all 
the participants on the same side of the horizon. This pattern aids in evaluating in-
stances of resonant ethical valence, potentially indicating areas of consensus-build-
ing. Specifically helps identify when all the participants are synchronized below the 
horizon, representing a shift towards manipulative intent, as in Figure 6 [2]. 

3. Transverse: Participants’ overall ethical valence is shifting across the horizon. This is 
tracked by the mEVS shifting signs over multiple time periods, or the sEVS of all the 
participants changing signs as shown in Figure 6[3]. In either direction, this pattern 
and further qualitative analysis helps identify the drivers for pivoting in either a posi-
tive (value-centered) or negative (manipulative) decision making direction. 
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4. Lateral: Participants are increasing the strength of the ethical valence over two or 
more two minute periods. The one side increase in this pattern demonstrates a com-
mitment towards a more value-centered or manipulative direction without consider-
ing alternatives on the other side of the horizon as in Figure 6 [4]. Further qualitative 
analysis can evaluate the rationale the team is using to strengthen or support their 
ethical stance. 

 

Figure 7  Comparing the granularity for analysis between Macro (10 mins intervals), Micro (2 mins 
intervals), and Meso (every timestamp) (left to right) analysis for one participant (P01A) 

5.3 Meso Temporal Analysis 
After comparing the interpretive potential of macro and micro temporal analyses, we ex-
plored the value of altering temporal granularity in different ways. In performing a meso 
temporal analysis, we investigated how the change in the time intervals might give more ac-
cess into various aspects of the ethical complexity of the participants’ decision-making pro-
cess. As shown from left to right in Figure 7, these three visualizations compare the plots of 
sEVS of participant P01A for 10 mins, 2 mins, and EVS for every speech act. 

By isolating a single participant across multiple time scales, we are able to evaluate how an 
individual participant engaged with ethical valence—both as a general trend line (Figure 7, 
left), and as a deliberative process (Figure 7, right). It is also possible to evaluate these mo-
ments of ethical engagement in relation to the horizon, indicating the range of considera-
tions as well as the final outcomes. This meso analysis builds upon the previous two forms of 
analysis by exposing the temporal noise with different intervals for each participant. For in-
stance, by comparing the left and right graphs, we can describe how participant P01A con-
tinuously and rapidly shifted from being value-centered to manipulative in the beginning of 
the discussion—a detail which would be easily lost at the macro scale. 

6. Discussion 

Across this range of quantitative methods and visualizations, we have identified analytic ap-
proaches to engaging with ethical concerns using qualitative and quantitative insights to in-
form deeper engagement with ethical design complexity. In the following subsections, we 
will evaluate the insights that these analyses can offer in relation to the ethically-nuanced 
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roles that designers take on, and the impact of these analyses in bridging the quantitative-
qualitative divide in future ethics-focused research. 

6.1 Identifying Designers’ Ethical Roles 
Through this quantitative approach to visualize designer interactions, we have described var-
ious ways in which a designer’s ethical engagement can be identified and interpreted (Sec-
tions 4 and 5). The range of interpretations allow us to compare and contrast designers’ 
characteristics in the same protocol as well as in relation with all the participants who were 
trying to solve the same task. Within the same protocol, we are able to describe the most 
influential participant(s) in the design conversation (e.g., Figure 4 and 5), characterize each 
participant’s ethical stance in comparison with other participants (e.g., Figure 7), and high-
light moments of conflicts between participants during the design process (e.g., Figure 6). 

The different stances taken by designers in solving the same problem provide an opportunity 
to identify several characteristic types of designer roles in relation to ethical engagement. As 
qualitative researchers who engaged first-hand in observations of these protocol study ses-
sions, we realized there were substantial differences in the roles of different participants, in-
cluding how they tried to solve the problem and engaged in discussion to generate solutions. 
However, using the visualizations and quantifications of ethical valence, we were able to cre-
ate a clearer and more precise portrait regarding the role of each participant. We leverage 
this analysis alongside the ethical framework of virtue ethics (Hursthouse & Pettigrove, 
2022) to highlight the ethical, moral, and value-based intentions of the designers. Through 
our initial analysis of the roles through macro temporal graphs, we analyzed four different 
roles designers could take during ethical decision making as illustrated in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Identified ethics-focussed roles from quantitative analysis using Macro temporal Analysis 
(clockwise)- (a) Ethical Inverter (b) Ethico-Gemini (c) User’s Advocate and (d) Stakeholder’s 
Pet 

a) Ethical Inverter: This role represents a designer that tries to contradict the other de-
signers on the team and is always on the opposite side of the horizon from their 
teammates. As shown in Figure 8(a), P01A forms an intersecting plot with the other 
participants with EVS always on the other side of the horizon compared to others. 
The magnitude of the EVS of P01A lets us understand the intensity of how this de-
signer was trying to invert the conversation against the wishes of the other two de-
signers across the design activity. 

b) Ethico-Gemini: This role represents a pair of designers who were actively mirroring 
each other's ethical valence throughout the session. Their plot, shown in Figure 8(b), 
reveals that this pair of designers were in conflict regarding the ethical character of 
their decisions throughout the design activity. 

c) User’s Advocate: This role represents a designer that is always above the horizon, ac-
tively attempting to engage in value-centered decision making. As shown in Figure 
8(c), the designer was trying to engage in the task from a user-focused perspective 
rather than attending primarily to stakeholder needs. 

d) Stakeholder’s Pet: This role represents a designer that tries to manipulate the users 
to reach the stakeholder’s goals by “whatever means necessary” (w.r.t our protocol 
study and design brief given). The plot of this designer is always below the horizon 
with negative valence scores throughout the design activity. 
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6.2 Bridging Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches 
While quantitative accounts of ethical engagement represent a new contribution to discov-
ering and interpreting aspects of ethical complexity, we also connect our contribution with 
existing qualitative and critical analytic approaches in the mixed methods tradition. This 
bridging work is already evident in our approach, as we began with critical qualitative analy-
sis to code our data and generate value codes. As we seek to link these quantitative ap-
proaches with the potential for deep qualitative insights, we highlight the identification of 
“critical incidents” that warrant further analysis. These critical incidents commonly involved 
instances of conflict among participants or shifts in participants’ ethical valence through the 
design process, and while some of these incidents may have been captured through qualita-
tive approaches alone, we see substantial value in using visualizations to identify new types 
of interconnected insights that might inform designer roles and industry practices.  

There are definite limitations to our quantitative approach which are important to 
acknowledge. In its current form, our visualizations are built upon intensive qualitative cod-
ing to identify ethical valence, participants, design tasks, and other relevant information. 
However, these data in their coded form represent the first essential step to describe the ar-
chitecture and ethical patterns, which could facilitate future training of machine learning 
models to inform a semi-automated quantitative framework. 

7. Implications and Future Work 

While existing frameworks for describing ethics allow for deep qualitative investigation, the 
quantitative methods we have proposed in this paper provide new tools to depict ethical 
complexity. We propose the use of this range of quantitative approaches to build insights re-
garding the ethical character of a design activity, including implications for the expansion of 
specific ethical roles that characterize ethical engagement in sociotechnical and design prac-
tices. A future line of research may further describe a designer’s cognition with an ethical va-
lence, leveraging the quantitative approaches explored in this paper to support more com-
putational approaches in design ethics research. As design practices become increasingly in-
tertwined with near- and long-term social impact, identification of static and dynamic roles, 
and the mediators among these roles, will be critical to informing ethically centered design 
practice. 

Future work could leverage visualizations to identify critical incidents and inspire analysis 
into the role of designers and the emergence of ethical awareness and action. For instance, 
characteristic types of desired ethical engagement might be identified, leading to uptakes 
for design practice and education. The results from this paper could serve as a foundational 
framework, supporting the development of tools that can model how designers can learn 
and evolve their ethical decision making. Additional protocol studies may also be conducted 
with different kinds of tasks, exploring how the ethical valence of designers is shaped by de-
sign contexts and types of ethical challenges.  
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8. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have identified a set of approaches to quantify ethical valence, facilitating 
the description and interpretation of ethical awareness among designers on temporal and 
participant levels across multiple time scales. These quantitative approaches have the po-
tential to aid researchers in identifying and describing underlying patterns of ethical com-
plexity, laying the groundwork for new mixed methods approaches to the study of ethics, as 
well as greater attention to the complex ethical roles that designers may take on in industry 
settings.  
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